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The Current directions  
in Learning of Course  

«Self-cognition» in Higher 
Educational Institutions

The article describes the aims and tasks of the discipline, structural and 
content system of the “Selfcognition” course in higher educational institu
tions. And also the article examines the contents of the discipline in con
junction with the contents of other humanitarian, social, public disciplines, 
it is specified that it will be integrated with the basis of the spiritual and 
moral education which are necessary for selfcognition of student. Author 
wrote that with selfcognition the students will be have skills to help each 
other, live in harmony with themselves, treated with respect to closes, 
to be sincerely in minds, words, acts, be actively, be responsible for the 
manifestation of citizenship and patriotism.

The author revealed three conditions of learning selfcognition like as 
create an atmosphere of faith in love, inspiration, to create conditions for 
intuitive selfrealization; integrate learning spiritualmoral education and full 
pedagogical process; needs in using positive methods in learning process.

Key words: spiritualmoral education, selfcognition, integration, con
ditions of learning, positive methods.

Әрі новa Б.A.

Жоғaры оқу орындaрындa 
«Өзін-өзі тaну» кур сын оқыту-

дың қaзір гі бaғыттaры

Мaқaлaдa жоғaры оқу орындaрындaғы «Өзінөзі тaну» кур сы ның 
мaзмұн дық құ ры лым дық жүйесі, пән ді оқы ту мaқсaты мен мін дет те
рі aшылaды. Со ны мен қaтaр мaқaлaдa aтaлғaн пән бо йын шa бе рі ле
тін бі лім мaзмұ ны ның гумa нитaрлық, әлеу мет тік, қоғaмдық пән дер
дің мaзмұ ны мен ықпaлдaсып, сту де нт тің өзінөзі тaнуынa қaжет ті 
aдaмгер ші лікрухa ни бі лім не гіз де рі мен кі рік ті рі ле ті ні де дәйек те
ле ді. Өзінөзі тaну нә ти же сін де сту дент жaстaрдың aдaмдaрғa кө
мек көр се ту, туыстaрынa жә не жaқындaрынa мейі рім ді, қaмқор бо
лу, өзі менөзі үн дес тік те өмір сү ру ге бейім де ле ті ні, олaрдың өз ойы, 
сө зі жә не ісәре кет те рін де шынaйы бо луғa, жaсaмпaздық  пен бел
сен ді лік, aзaмaтты лық жә не елжaнды лық тaны туғa жaуaпты бо луғa 
дaғдылaнaты ны турaлы дa сөз қозғaлaды.

Сол сияқ ты aвтор өзінөзі тaну пә нін оқы ту дың: сүйіс пен ші лік се
нім, шығaрмaшы лық шaбыт aтмос ферaсын құ ру, өзінөзі ин туитив ті 
түр де ұғы нуғa жaғдaй жaсaу; рухa ниaдaмгер ші лік бі лім бе ру ді оқы
ту дың тұтaс педaго гикaлық үде рі сі мен ықпaлдaсты ру; пән ді оқы
тудa үде рі сін де тек жaғым ды әдіс тер ді қолдaну қaжет ті гі тә різ ді үш 
шaртқa дa тоқтaлaды.

Тү йін  сөз дер: рухa ниaдaмгер ші лік бі лім, өзінөзі тaну, бі лім 
мaзмұ ны, кі рік ті ру, оқы ту шaрттaры, жaғым ды әдіс тер.

Aри новa Б.A.

Сов ре мен ные нaпрaвле ния  
пре подaвa ния курсa  

«Сaмо познa ние» в вузе

В стaтье рaск рывaют ся ст рук тур носо держaтель нaя сис темa, це ли 
и зaдaчи пре подaвa ния курсa «Сaмо познa ние» в ву зе. A тaкже в стaтье 
aнaли зи руют ся пу ти ин тегрaции нрaвс тен ноду хов но го обрaзовa ния 
с гумa нитaрны ми, со циaльны ми и об ще ст вен ны ми пред метaми, ко то
рые по могaют сту дентaм познaть се бя. В ре зуль тaте сaмо познa ния у 
сту ден чес кой мо ло де жи рaзвивaет ся доб рое от но ше ние, увaже ние и 
зaботa к родст вен никaм, близ ким a тaкже у них вырaбaтывaет ся от ве
тст вен ность зa свои пос туп ки, иск рен ность в словaх и в пос тупкaх, и 
еще фор ми руют ся нaвы ки пaтрио тизмa и грaждaнст вен нос ти. 

Aвтор тaк же обрaщaет внимa ние нa три ус ло вия: до ве рять и лю
бить, пост рое ние твор чес ко го вдох но ве ния, создaть ус ло вия для ин
ту ит но го познa ния сбя; ин тегрaция нрaвст вен ноду хов но го обрaзовa
ния с це ло ст ны ми педaго ги чес ким пр цес сом; ис поль зовa ние толь ко 
по зи тив ных ме то дов, ко то рые при су щи пре подaвa нию сaмо познa ния.

Клю че вые словa: нрaвст вен ноду хов ное обрaзовa ние, сaмо
познa ние, со держa ние обрaовa ния, ин тегрa ция, ус ло вие пре подaвa
ния, по зи тив ные ме то ды. 
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introduction

In this an innovative society in training the competitiveness, versa-
tile, creative, mobile generation the main attention pays to the develop-
ment of education and moral characteristics of young students. A sign 
that shows a person in higher - it is his human dignity, human form. 
For that reason, spiritual-moral formation of young students is one of 
important duties of country, the opinions over issues were strengthened 
by words in «The education act» of the Republic of Kazakhstan: «a 
problem that concerns us with regard to the new circumstances is not 
only the training educated, professional man but also the formation of 
the person who has a spiritual and moral capacities, which is capable of 
accepted global and national values in all areas of public life»[1].

The content of humanitarian education in higher educational in-
stitutions are identified and systematized on basis of new successes 
of spiritual culture. It based of universal and national values and 
direct to formation needs of lesson and professional competition 
for development abilities which can be garant in future qualitative 
life of young. The issue of addition of humanitarian education with 
«Self-cognition» lesson in preparation system of future educators 
has appeared with goal to prevention quarrels between values which 
peculiar to human and values of student’s profession. 

main part 

In the Republic of Kazakhstan the «Self-cognition» lesson 
which learning as main discipline in faculty of preparation of peda-
gogy professions in higher educational institutions is intended for 
students who professional preparing in specialty 5V012300 – social 
pedagogy and self-cognition. The lesson «self-cognition» aimed to 
develop essence of future specialist as social and creative subject, 
culture, and human’s role as person, spiritual potential. The main 
aim of learning this course is formation the basis of future self-cog-
nition teacher’s methodology and technical culture and formation 
of his creative education and practice abilities system, personal and 
professional self-development. 

«Self-cognition» is integrative discipline in higher educational 
institutions. The structure system of course connects with content of 
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humanitarian, social, society disciplines, integrated 
by basis of all spiritual-moral education that student 
need for self-cognition. This course aimed teach 
the future specialist to determine his own goals and 
plans, to know creative abilities and capacities, to 
solve the problems with humanistic principles, to 
find the own area in society, be able to assess self 
and others and environment. With self-cognition 
persons adapt to help each other, treated with respect 
to closes. Throw self-cognition they will be have 
skills to be actively, responsible for the manifesta-
tion of citizenship and patriotism, to be sincerely in 
mind, words, acts [2].

During of learning lesson students will be know 
the theoretic-methodology basis of self-cognition 
process of person, modern concepts of self-cogni-
tion and development, human’s practice in self-de-
velopment, basis of professional self-cognition and 
development of future educator and will learn spe-
cial methods and modern tasks of learning course.

The education content of discipline as future 
moment gives opportunities for assimilate compe-
tences like as loving own motherland – Kazakhstan, 
treated with value history, national and world cul-
ture heritage, act with humanism in life and pro-
fessional problems, treat with understanding with 
people, be tactful with people who has other view, 
be responsible with environment and nature, keep 
healthy life and keep physical and emotional condi-
tion in balance.

The present student is future specialist, noting 
this for teaching this course we took modern learn-
ing techniques, which suit the principles of learning 
process in higher educational institutions at the head. 
The special methods of course will be use widely 
with general theoretic-methodology issues despite 
the self-peculiarities of «self-cognition» course.

Nowadays the methodology of learning «self-
cognition» lesson was changed in schools, colleges, 
universities and learning the content of spiritual-
moral education is basis of universal absolute values. 
Transformation in education associated with chang-
ing, news in the world in globalization and changing 
of spiritual crisis in human development. All values 
of person are in the same hierarchy in certain stage: 
for person one is more important than ones. On the 
top of own hierarchy may be several or one main 
values which describe person’s life. The values hier-
archy does not stay in consciousness forever, values 
will change their places and it depends on importance 
and role of them in person’s life. The value system, 
which use in society can influ on direction of person.

Socrates was a first who raised the issue about 
values. He took it as basis of his philosophy and 

considered in humanistic approach (I.Y. Lerner, 
V.Okon, L.Y. Zorina). Entering the materials that 
direct in values to education’s base content are ac-
tual issue in modernization of spiritual-moral and 
universal values. For that reason modern education 
uses materials from content. Then appeared duties 
emergence in the light values that gone unnoticed.

One cannot talk about a set the system of core 
values, which are unchanged in any time that should 
be in a human and became the basis of value sys-
tems. So during the sorting of the content of edu-
cation material that will be based on the content 
of spiritual and moral education should take in the 
head values which differ humanistic orientation, the 
universal essence, the level of significance, diverse. 
Renovation and addition of learning methodology 
of self-cognition lesson are defined by the human 
ability to properly understand the value systems 
and right use them in real-life situations. Firstly, it 
is used for the classification of values proposed by 
T.I. Petrakova:

Natural values. These values are the strength 
and internal human abilities, such as: the mind, 
the senses, will power (speed of thought, memory 
reliability, clean feeling).

The acquired values. These values are the 
values acquired during the intellectual and moral 
development as respect, manners, politeness, tact, 
kindness, generosity, patience and others.

Absolutely universal values. These are very 
important for a person values which disobedient 
to time, not limited by any environment and 
society. Absolute (eternal) universal values are the 
foundation of the spiritual and moral education of 
the person. The eternal universal values include are 
natural and acquired values.

Using human values   will open the road to 
humanism, for that reason they are the foundation 
of all human virtues. To achieve inner hormone 
thoughts, words and actions of the person should 
approach to universal values   that are consistent with 
such aspects of personality. Therefore, important 
in the current process of learning self-cognition 
lesson is direct to five universal values   that indicate 
different levels as the truth - the intellectual level, 
love - moral level, the correct behavior - physical 
layer, inner peace - emotional level, not abuse - the 
spiritual level. Along with that used these three 
conditions for beneficial realization of spiritual and 
moral program of learning the lesson self-cognition.

І condition. Create an atmosphere of faith in 
love, inspiration, self-understanding, to create con-
ditions for intuitive self-realization. Faith in each 
other plays an important role in the relationship of 
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teacher and student. The teacher should respectful 
to student’s abilities, his human dignity. It creates 
conditions for self-understanding and self-esteem 
of student. Besides great teacher able to inspire stu-
dents. If take student’s act with understanding and 
love, he begins to do everything honestly. And there 
will be a creative and friendly atmosphere.

II condition. Interaction learning SME and full 
pedagogical process. Organize a program of spiri-
tual and moral education must not only through uni-
versal human values, but also to hold in connection 
pedagogical process of class and school.

III condition. Needs in using Positive methods 
in SME process. Self-cognition courses are different 
from other learning methods. There are needs values 
system for full development as person are given, not 
only learning materials based of science. For that 
reason, we use only positive methods in learning 
discipline. The discipline which based on love will 
develop humanism in students. These conditions 
should use in conjunction.

Of course, the using of these conditions as the 
postulates of humanistic pedagogy will undoubtedly 

influence on the development of the learning quality 
of self-cognition course. 

suggestions and recommendations to improve 
the teaching of the course “Self-cognition” in the 
universities of Kazakhstan:

1) to create working group among the leading 
professors of the subject “Self-cognition” and to 
develop a model of curriculum for universities on the 
updated program of moral and spiritual education.

 2) to develop textbooks and educational-
methodical complex for the course “Self-cognition” 
in the University by the updated program of moral 
and spiritual education.

conclusion

In conclusion, considering changes that will 
happen according to the characteristics of self-
cognition course in higher education institutions, it 
will be effective and productive amount of success 
in study, if we consider in conjunction the special 
learning methods of discipline and didactical tasks 
of general pedagogical learning theory.
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